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ABSTRACT
As conventional technology scaling becomes harder, 2.5D inte-
gration provides a viable pathway to building larger systems at
lower cost. Therefore recently, there has been a proliferation of
multiple 2.5D integration technologies that offer different intercon-
nect characteristics such as wiring pitch, bump/pad pitch, inter-die
distance, etc. All these factors affect the interconnect metrics of
bandwidth, latency and energy-per-bit which ultimately determine
system performance. There are other factors such as the choice of
ESD circuitry, dicing technology and signaling voltage that also
influence these interconnect metrics. In this work, we propose a
novel pathfinding methodology for 2.5D interconnect technologies,
which seeks to identify the trade-offs among the different factors
which affect the performance metrics. We show that incessant scal-
ing of the critical dimensions of the interconnect is not very useful.
We emphasize the importance of managing ESD and dicing in im-
proving energy efficiency of these interconnects. We also show
that a heterogeneous chiplet ecosystem comes with significant I/O
energy penalties. Overall, we demonstrate that a holistic approach
considering features of 2.5D integration technology, chiplet technol-
ogy and various other factors need to be considered and optimized
simultaneously to maximize the performance and cost benefits of
these integration solutions.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Hardware→ Buses and high-speed links;Multi-chip mod-
ules; Metallic interconnect.
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1 INTRODUCTION
On one hand, transistor scaling is becoming more difficult and
costly; on the other hand, the demand for larger System-on-Chips
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Figure 1: Cross-section view of two 2.5D substrates: (a) Sili-
con Interposer [9, 23], (b) EMIB [22]

(SoCs) is growing rapidly as a result of growing need for perfor-
mance. Large monolithic implementation of SoCs in advanced tech-
nology nodes often suffer from yield issues and are costly to design
and manufacture. As an alternative, instead of building large mono-
lithic dies, the components of an SoC can be separately manufac-
tured in to disparate chiplets and integrated on a separate inter-
connect substrate shown in Fig. 1. These chiplets would be smaller,
thus resulting in better yield of manufacturing, and the chiplets
can be manufactured in suitable technology nodes for additional
cost and performance optimization opportunities [1, 25].

However, to enable SoC like performance and energy efficiency,
the interconnects on the substrate should closely resemble those
of on-chip interconnects. Unlike conventional multi-chip module
(MCM) substrates [8, 31] or PCB based interconnects which have
coarse interconnect bump and wiring pitch, recent advancement
in 2.5D technologies (such as silicon interposer [23]) allow com-
munication between chiplets at high bandwidth, energy efficiency
and low latency. This is achieved by: (1) manufacturing the sub-
strates using mature semiconductor back-end-of-the line (BEOL)
technology, such as 65𝑛𝑚 or 90𝑛𝑚 process node and (2) using fine-
pitch `bumps1 (pitch of below 70`𝑚) to connect the flip-chip bare
dies to the integration substrate for larger I/O density. Therefore,
these technologies enable high performance multi-chiplet systems
without the traditional off-chip communication bottlenecks.

Several 2.5D integration technologies have already been com-
mercialized and many others are under active development. Exam-
ples include TSMC’s CoWoS [9, 12], InFO [21], Intel’s EMIB [22],
Samsung I-Cube [2], Amkor’s CoS, CoW, HDFO technologies [19],
Silicon Interconnect Fabric (Si-IF) [6, 7], etc. These technologies

1In this paper we use `bump to refer to copper pillars, solder bumps or other bonding
interfaces.
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offer minimum `bump pitch in the range of 10`𝑚 - 65`𝑚, mini-
mum wire pitch in the range of 0.4`𝑚 - 4`𝑚, and 2-4 layers of metal
routing.

The number of links between dies and the characteristics (band-
width, energy, latency) of these links depend on multiple factors
such as `bump/copper pillar sizing, wire sizing, inter-die spacing
(length of the links), number of metal layers available for routing,
ESD circuitry, etc. Past research [17, 26] has focused on one or few
of these factors and discussed their scaling impacts. In this work, we
focus on silicon based 2.5D interconnects such as silicon interposer,
EMIB and Si-IF and comprehensively investigate all the multiple
factors that affect the energy-bandwidth-latency scaling of inter-
die links and highlight the trade-offs that exist between them. We
develop a 2.5D interconnect pathfinding framework that takes all
the design parameters as inputs, along with technology constraints
and system design requirements (e.g. perimeter bandwidth den-
sity) and ranks all possible substrate designs in descending order
of parameter set dimensions and energy-per-bit. We then analyze
the link energy-per-bit and perimeter bandwidth density of these
design points to understand and evaluate the trade-offs that come
with scaling the critical dimensions of the multiple design param-
eters. Knowing this would help understand the exact parameters
that need to be scaled in order to obtain substantial link energy,
bandwidth and latency gains. For example, for a fixed number of
routing metal layer, ESD capacitance and minimum inter-die link
length, what is the optimal wire and `bump pitch beyond which
scaling down only incurs additional manufacturing cost overhead
while providing negligible benefits?

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses
the interconnect pathfinding framework flow and the different
components of our interconnect model that we used in our analy-
sis. Section 3 covers our detailed analysis and highlights the main
takeaways from our study. Section 4 discusses the trade-offs be-
tween designing a 2.5D interconnect substrate for homogeneous vs.
heterogeneous chiplet ecosystems. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 2.5D INTERCONNECT PATHFINDING
FRAMEWORK

In this work, we propose a framework that evaluates trade-offs
that come from scaling and varying physical link and interconnect
substrate parameters. The framework helps assess return on (tech-
nology) investment in inter-chiplet interconnect and integration
substrate.

2.1 Pathfinding Flow
Fig. 2 shows the 2.5D interconnect pathfinding framework flow.
The framework takes system design parameters (wire and `bump
dimensions, number of metal routing layers, minimum link length),
technology constraints (ESD capacitance, inter-layer dielectric[ILD]
thickness, wire thickness, inter-die spacing, etc.), and system con-
straints (e.g., perimeter bandwidth density) as inputs. Based on
the inputs, the 2.5D interconnect design space is enumerated. For
each interconnect design (a set of parameter values), we apply the
interconnect length model and wire parasitic model to compute the
maximum inter-die link length and the link parasitics. Based on this,

Figure 2: 2.5D interconnect pathfinding framework

Figure 3: Distributed wire model for interconnect link.𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑑

is the pad/`bump capacitance, 𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 is the capacitance intro-
duced by the ESD protection circuitry, 𝑅𝑤/𝑁 and 𝐶𝑤/𝑁 are
the wire segment resistance and capacitance respectively.

we calculate the maximum load that needs to be driven by the trans-
mitter. We assume that homogeneous transceiver circuitry would
be used for all the neighboring inter-die communication links and
therefore, we appropriately size the transceiver circuitry to support
the maximum inter-die capacitive load. The models and transceiver
circuit are then provided as inputs to our HSPICE [3] based simu-
lation framework to calculate the latency and energy-per-bit for
each design. Once the link characteristics are enumerated for all
designs that meet the system constraints, the framework ranks
the designs in descending order of parameter set dimensions and
energy-per-bit.

2.2 2.5D Interconnect Modeling
In 2.5D integration, bare chiplets are directly bonded on the inter-
connect substrate. Since the dies are un-packaged, inter-die spacing
is small and the link lengths can be as small as 100`𝑚 and usually
the maximum length of the inter-die wires is about 5𝑚𝑚. Moreover,
since abundant interconnect wiring resources are available in the
2.5D substrates, they are operated at a few GHz and the interfaces
are usually designed as parallel interfaces instead of serialized/de-
serialized interfaces (SerDes [33]) that are used in conventional
coarse-grained interconnect substrates. As a result, the transmit-
ters and receivers can be designed using simple appropriately-sized
cascaded inverters. We build link and `bumpmodels to calculate the
inter-die link parasitics and maximum length, and `bump parasitics
based on the input parameter dimensions. We also appropriately
size the transmitter circuitry based on the load it is driving. Next,
we describe the components of our model in detail.

Modeling Wire Parasitics: In this work, we model repeater-
less interconnect links that are found in today’s passive integration
substrates using a multi-segment Π model as shown in Fig. 3. We
explore multiple wire and I/O pad parameters such as width, length,
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Figure 4: Top-down view of two dies on a 2.5D substrate with
`bumps and interconnect wiring on multiple layers.

spacing. For each combination of these parameters, we calculate
the link parasitics using the model proposed in [32] and validate the
results against experimental results in [14]. We take in to account
both neighboring wire coupling capacitance as well as the substrate
ground capacitance.

The typical wire lengths in these interconnect technologies do
not exceed a few millimeters. Therefore, the inductance effect is
negligible [14] and the links behave as RC links. We further verified
this effect by including inductance in a subset of our experiments.

Modeling Interconnect Link Length: Multiple columns of
staggered I/O `bumps are used to support the interconnect wires
that escape the periphery of the die per routing layer. In Fig. 4, we
show an example with `bump pitch that is 4x of the wire pitch.
To support the maximum possible wire density that can escape in
one layer, four columns of I/O `bumps are required. As the ratio of
`bump pitch to wire pitch increases, the number of I/O columns
also increases. In addition to this, as the number of routing layers
increase, the number of columns of `bumps increase as well. There-
fore, the maximum length of the interconnect link increases as the
columns grow orthogonal to the edge of the die. We calculate the
worst case link length (𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) using equation 1. It can be seen from
equation 1 that scaling down the `bump pitch not only reduces the
number of columns, it also reduces the additional link length per
I/O column as shown in Fig. 5. As 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥 increases, the capacitive
load as well as resistance of the link increases.

𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛+(
𝐼𝑂𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ

𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ
)×𝐼𝑂𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ×(2×𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠−1)−𝐼𝑂𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ (1)

where, 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum distance between the `bumps in
the neighboring dies, 𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠 is the number of routing layers as
shown in Fig. 4. 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 primarily depends on two factors: (1) inter-
die spacing, and (2) distance of the first column from the edge of
the die. Inter-die spacing can range from as low as 50`𝑚 (requires
precise die placement and low die edge roughness) [7, 12, 22] to
usually a few millimeters [29]. The first I/O column is placed at a
distance from the edge of the die to accommodate dicing channel
and sealring. This distance varies across foundries and processes
and usually lies between 50`𝑚 - 200`𝑚. Therefore, 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 has to be
at least 150`𝑚.

Figure 5: Smaller `bumps help reduce the interconnect
length.

Table 1: Parameter values used in our analysis

Parameters Values
𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ (width=spacing) {0.5, 1, 2, 4} `𝑚
𝐼𝑂𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ (width=spacing) {4, 8, 16, 32, 64} `𝑚

Wire thickness aspect ratio 1.5x (of wire width)
ILD thickness ratio 2x (of wire thickness)

Min. bump-to-bump dist. (𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛) {50, 150, 500, 1000, 2500} `𝑚
ESD capacitance (𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 ) {0, 20, 50, 100, 200} 𝑓 𝐹

Metal routing layers (𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠 ) 1, 2, 4
Flip-Flop - t𝑐𝑙𝑘−𝑄+𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 (45𝑛𝑚) 62ps

Modeling I/O `bump Parasitics: We calculate the capacitance
of a `bump (𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑑 ) using the model proposed in [11]. We augment
this model by accounting for the coupling capacitance added by
the surrounding `bumps and validate the results against the capac-
itance values presented in [14, 16].

Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Circuitry Overhead: The indi-
vidual dies that are placed on the interconnect substrate have to go
through multiple post manufacturing processes like die thinning,
known good die (KGD) testing, bonding etc. As such, the chiplets
are prone to electrostatic discharge related incidents which can
potentially damage the I/O circuitry resulting in die yield loss [4].
Therefore, the I/O pads need protection against these catastrophic
ESD events, and is provided using large-sized high current car-
rying diodes. These diodes add significant capacitive load to the
interconnect. We model this capacitive load as additional capacitors
(𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 ) [16] on either end of the interconnect wire as shown in Fig. 3.

Transceiver Sizing: A cascaded inverter transmitter is used
starting with the minimum sized inverter for a given technology
Process Design Kit (PDK) and subsequent stages sized to drive a
load equivalent to fan-out of four or less. We change the number of
stages depending on the amount on load the transmitter is driving.
The maximum sized inverter that we use is 128x the minimum size
(five stages). The receiver is designed using two minimum sized
inverters.

Table 1 shows the parameter exploration space for all the compo-
nents of the interconnect model. We use HSPICE [3] and 45nm PDK
to simulate the model and measure energy-per-bit, propagation
delay/latency, rise/fall times. We calculate energy-per-bit by averag-
ing over a pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS). To calculate the
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(a) Energy-per-bit (b) Bandwidth-per-mm (c) Energy-per-bit per bandwidth-per-mm

Figure 6: Scaling of energy-per-bit, bandwidth-per-mm and their ratio with `bump pitch and wire pitch for two metal routing
layers (𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑=50fF, 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛=150`𝑚).

(a) Energy-per-bit (b) Bandwidth-per-mm (c) Energy-per-bit per bandwidth-per-mm

Figure 7: Scaling of energy-per-bit, bandwidth-per-mm and their ratio with metal routing layers for fixed wire pitch and two
different `bump pitch values (𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑=50fF, 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛=150`𝑚)

maximum achievable bandwidth, we assume two flip-flops on either
side of the interconnect link and consider the clock-to-Q delay and
setup time in addition to the link latency. Moreover, we use three
different technology nodes to show the trends from technology
scaling.

3 HOW SHOULDWE SCALE THE
INTERCONNECT SUBSTRATE ?

As mentioned earlier, there has been a recent trend in scaling the
`bump size and pitch. Conventional `bumps are made of solder
and thermo-compression bonding is used while attaching the die to
the substrate. However, solder extrusion issues limit the scalability
of the `bumps. Several alternative technologies such as solder-on-
copper-pillar [30] and direct copper-to-copper bonding [7] has been
proposed to shrink `bump size and pitch to sub-25`𝑚 and sub-10`𝑚
range, respectively. Though this allows us to pack more `bumps
under the die area, these advanced processes are often more com-
plicated and adds to the cost of bonding and assembly. Here next,
we evaluate the efficacy of `bump scaling on the characteristics of
the inter-die link.

Scaling `bump pitch vs wire pitch: We study the impact of
scaling down the `bump pitch on energy-per-bit and perimeter
bandwidth density for three different wire pitches and three differ-
ent metal routing layer schemes. We keep 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 and𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 fixed at 150
`𝑚 and 50𝑓 𝐹 , respectively. Scaling down `bump pitch while keep-
ing the wire pitch constant (shown in Fig. 5) decreases the number

of staggered I/O columns needed per routing layer to support all
the wiring, which, in turn, leads to a reduction in the maximum
inter-die link length. As seen in Fig. 6a, for the same wire pitch, the
energy-per-bit reduces as `bump pitch is scaled down from 64`𝑚.

However, Figures 6a, 6b and 6c show that scaling down the
`bump pitch indefinitely does not improve energy-per-bit or band-
width. This is because eventually the parasitics coming from 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛

portion of the wire, 𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 and𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑑 dominate. Due to the maximum
link length dependence, the `bump pitch beyond which the benefits
saturate increases with increase in wire pitch. This “saturation” hap-
pens at `bump pitch of 16`𝑚 for a wire pitch of 1`𝑚 and at 32`𝑚
for a wire pitch of 4 `𝑚 (e.g. in EMIB). Therefore, for a fixed wire
pitch, incurring additional processing cost to reduce the `bump
pitch beyond the saturation knee point might not be beneficial in
terms of improving the link characteristics.

Takeaway: Incessant scaling of `bump pitch is not benefi-
cial as the wire load is eventually dominated by ESD capaci-
tance and inter-die separation.

Impact of additional metal routing layers: To support
higher bandwidth density, one option is to increase the number
of metal routing layers. This results in an increase in the the total
amount of wiring per unit die edge. However, the number of I/O
columns required to support all the wiring also increases. This,
once again, leads to an increase in the worst case link length. In
order to offset this effect, it is beneficial to scale down the `bump
pitch as seen in Figure 7.
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Another interesting observation is that even though increased
number of metal layers help increase wiring resources, beyond
a certain `bump pitch (>16`m), the added parasitics because of
longer wires completely offset the gain from increased wiring and
adversely affects the bandwidth/mm. This can be seen in Figures 7a
and 7b. For the wire pitch of 0.5`𝑚 and `bump pitch of 32`𝑚, the
bandwidth/mmwith four routing layers is 5x lower than that with a
single routing layer. This is especially true at low wire pitch values
where the wire resistance, and coupling and area-fringe capaci-
tance values are high. The opposite is true for smaller `bump pitch
(<16`m) where increasing the number of metal layers increases the
bandwidth almost linearly while having negligible (< 1.5𝑥 when in-
creasing from 1 to 4 metal layers) impact on energy-per-bit. Hence,
the energy to bandwidth ratio in Fig. 7c decreases with increase in
metal routing layers for `bump pitch of 8`𝑚.

Takeaway: Increasing the number of wiring layers must
be accompanied by a correspondingly smaller `bump pitch
to derive bandwidth benefits from available increased
wiring.

Comparisonwith `SERDES scheme: We also compare the link
bandwidth and energy-per-bit with a `SERDES scheme. We use
Nvidia’s on-chip Ground Referenced Signaling (GRS) scheme [34]
as the baseline for comparison against parallel interfaces on 2.5D
substrates. The GRS links for which the energy-per-bit and band-
width/mm values are plotted in Figures 6a and 6b have a wire pitch
of 2`𝑚, reach of 2-2.5𝑚𝑚 and run at 16GHz. As can be seen in
Figure 6b, parallel interface with wire pitch of 1`𝑚, can achieve
comparable bandwidth as that of the serialized/de-serialized GRS
link. However, the parallel interfaces on 2.5D substrates achieve
that bandwidth at a much lower energy cost. For example, with
two metal routing layers, a parallel interface of 1`𝑚 wire pitch and
16`𝑚 `bump pitch has almost the same reach and achieves the same
perimeter bandwidth density as GRS but at 4.5x lower energy cost.
This is because, as mentioned earlier, the parallel links operate at a
few GHz and the simple transceiver circuitry has negligible energy
overhead. We show this later in Fig. 12 that transceiver circuitry
energy is less than 10% of the total link energy. On the other hand,
serialized/de-serialized links have much larger transceiver over-
heads that often dominate the overall link energy.With even smaller
wire pitch, the parallel interface bandwidth/mm can be higher than
the GRS links. However, the `bump pitch has to be scaled down
significantly (16 `𝑚 or lower) to achieve any bandwidth benefits
(Fig. 6b) and below 32`m for any bandwidth-normalized energy
gains (Fig. 6c).

Takeaway: High bandwidth systems which want to move
away from complex, energy-hungry serial links should aim
for `bump pitches smaller than 16`m, and `bump pitches
below 32`m are essential for leveraging parallel link energy
efficiency benefits.

Impact of ESD capacitance (𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 ): 𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 adds a significant
amount of load to the interconnect link. In general, about 50𝑓 𝐹
capacitance is added by the ESD diodes on each side of link [16].
When the maximum link length is small, 𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 dominates the link
energy and latency. Therefore as mentioned earlier, reducing the
link length or reducing the bump pitch (i.e., below the knee points
in Fig. 6) doesn’t help in improving the overall link characteristics.

Figure 8: Energy-per-bit scaling with 𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 and `bump pitch
(𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛=150`𝑚,𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ=1`𝑚, 𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠=2)

Figure 9: Bandwidth density scaling with 𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 and `bump
pitch (𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛=150`𝑚,𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ=1`𝑚, 𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠=2)

On one hand, with strict ESD control in modern advanced
foundries during manufacturing, testing and bonding, the amount
of ESD protection required is expected to decrease [5]. On the other
hand, the 2.5D ecosystem is expected to accommodate dies from
different foundry sources including older non-advanced foundries.
As a result, some dies can in fact come with ESD circuitry with even
larger amount of capacitance such as up to 200𝑓 𝐹 to 300𝑓 𝐹 [5, 26].
Here, we perform sensitivity analysis of ESD diode capacitance
overhead.

As expected, in Figures 8 and 9 we see that when𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 increases,
even at smaller `bump sizes, the energy-per-bit and bandwidth
density are considerably worse. Moreover, energy-per-bit and band-
width degrades by a smaller fraction when moving to larger `bump
sizes than compared to the case when 𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 is small. This is due
to the smaller amount of load that is added by the additional wire
length compared to the fixed overhead of 𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 when its value is
large. Alternatively, if 𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 is small, `bump scaling can provide
larger gains in energy efficiency and bandwidth.

Interestingly, reducing 𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 from 200fF to 50fF gives en-
ergy/bandwidth benefits comparable to reducing bump pitch from
32`m to 16`m. Therefore, it may be worthwhile to control ESD
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Figure 10: Energy-per-bit scaling with 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 and `bump pitch
(𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑=50fF,𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ=1`𝑚, 𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠 = 2)

events in the entire manufacturing and handling process rather
than moving to an aggressive (and costly) `bump size.

Takeaway:𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 can be used as a lever to scale both energy-
per-bit and bandwidth and can enable us to stay at larger
`bump pitches.

Impact of inter-die spacing and dicing overhead: Inter-die
spacing and dicing related guard-bands impact the minimum dis-
tance between the `bumps on adjacent dies. Usually, mechanical
dicing (using dicing saw) is used to singulate the dies on a wafer.
This process often creates rough die edges and therefore the width
of the die can vary by up to 50`m. Though advanced place and
bond tools can achieve inter-die spacing of 50`m or less [7, 12], the
dies are usually placed apart at minimum by more than 100`m to
avoid die-to-die collision during bonding. Moreover, stress fracture
and cracking at the edge of the die is a common occurrence with
mechanical dicing [20] and therefore, seal ring and crack stops are
added around the perimeter of design of the die [15]; this also affects
𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 . On the other hand, plasma etch based dicing solutions [18]
claim to reduce the die edge roughness as well as have minimal me-
chanical stress. Therefore, these solutions can reduce the overhead
to below 10`m which can potentially reduce 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 to about 50`m.
Next, we analyze the effect of inter-die spacing on energy-per-bit
and bandwidth density of 2.5D substrates to understand if and when
advanced processing for die singulation and better inter-die spacing
is required.

Similar to the effect of 𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 , the capacitive load added by the
minimum length wire (𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛) affects overall link characteristics. As
shown in Figures 10 and 11, as 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 decreases, the link character-
istics improve. However with 𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 of 50fF, reducing the inter-die
separation to below 300`m seems to have limited use. 300`m is eas-
ily achievable using current generation dicing processes and place
and bond tools, indicating that technology investment into better
dicing technologies may provide limited benefit. Tighter inter-die
spacing would be more useful only if ESD protection requirements
can be reduced significantly.

Takeaway: Inter-die separation of 300`mwhich is achiev-
able by current generation dicing and die placement pro-
cesses is good enough.

Figure 11: Bandwidth density scaling with 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 and `bump
pitch (𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑=50fF,𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ=1`𝑚, 𝑁𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠 = 2)

4 INTERCONNECTS IN THE CHIPLET
ECO-SYSTEM

As mentioned earlier, 2.5D interconnects can help lower system
costs by enabling us to partition larger monolithic dies and re-
integrate smaller and high yielding component dies on a 2.5D sub-
strate. On the other hand, the chiplet based eco-system promises
to be a platform for heterogeneous integration where chiplets from
different technologies and vendors can be assembled to build cus-
tomized and cost-performance optimal systems. These two use
cases have dramatically different effect on the characteristics of the
2.5D interconnects as the design of the transceivers has to be done
differently for the two cases.

For the case where all the chiplets come from the same technol-
ogy, the transceivers on all the chiplets would be homogeneous
and can be designed to operate at the core voltage offered by the
technology. As the technology node scales down, the voltage of op-
eration usually reduces. This has a quadratic impact on the energy
required to switch the wire load. In Fig. 12, we show the energy-per-
bit scaling of the interconnects for the different technology nodes
of the transceiver circuitry for iso-bandwidth case (the transceivers
were sized appropriately).

On the other hand, in a heterogeneous chiplet scenario, the
chiplet operating at the highest voltage will determine the peak
voltage of operation for the interconnect. Therefore, even though a
chiplet can be manufactured in an advanced technology node, the
benefits of voltage scaling won’t be available. In order to operate
transistors in advanced technology node at higher voltage, thick
oxide devices may need to be used which could further degrade
drive strength. This would require larger transistors resulting in
increased transceiver energy although we expect the impact to be
small (fraction of the energy spent in the transceiver itself, as shown
in Fig. 12, is less than 10%). The minimum operating voltage of the
link will be governed by the oldest technology the chiplet ecosystem
supports. For example, in Fig. 12, a link that supports 45nm-12nm
heterogeneous integration will be 70% less energy efficient than
12nm homogeneous integration link.

Takeaway: Link efficiency requirements may need to
limit the technologies supported by a chiplet ecosystem.
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Figure 12: Total link energy and transceiver energy as % of
total energy for for dielets (transceiver circuitry) from four
different technology nodes. Link length: 1.5mm,W/S:0.5`m,
𝐶𝑒𝑠𝑑 :50fF

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Several commercial products today such as Nvidia and AMD GPUs,
Xilix and Intel FPGAs, etc. use 2.5D substrates such as CoWos and
EMIB to build large systems. As the demand for data-intensive
and highly parallel applications grows and technology scales to
fit in more compute per die, the amount of resources dedicated to
2.5D interconnect substrates is likely to rise. Therefore, it would be
important to scale these interconnects in order to achieve perfor-
mance and energy scaling proportional to the rest of the system.
Nevertheless, it is important to keep a full-system perspective. As
an example, let us consider high bandwidth memories (HBM) in-
tegrated on silicon interposers that are used in high performance
systems today. For HBM2, about 10%-15% (0.4pJ out of 3.9pJ) [24]
of memory access energy is used to shuttle data between the mem-
ory and compute dies. Memory energy itself would be a fraction
of total compute energy (∼20% for GPUs [27]) implying system-
level energy benefits may be modest from link energy improve-
ments. However, the benefits may be more significant when the
non-interconnect part of memory energy is improved or for special-
ized communication-limited applications such as graph processing
or streaming architectures.

Several efforts have been underway (e.g. DARPA CHIPS pro-
gram [10], Open Compute Project [28]) to design interfaces and
protocols to allow multiple chips to communicate. The implemen-
tation of these protocols require additional logic which ultimately
adds to the inter-chiplet communication overhead. At just 0.1 pJ/bit
of link energy or less, large amounts of bandwidth, e.g. 10TBps,
can be supported with about 8W of power. However, protocol level
logic and synchronization requirements can add 2-5X extra energy
overhead [13]. Therefore, alongside optimization of 2.5D intercon-
nect parameters, lightweight and energy efficient protocols need to
be designed to enable overall communication energy reduction.

As conventional technology scaling becomes challenging, 2.5D
integration provides a viable pathway to compose larger systems
using smaller, high yielding dies. Therefore recently, there has been
a proliferation of different 2.5D integration technologies. However,

the success of this 2.5D approach depends upon optimizing the per-
formance benefits and cost for different use case scenarios. In this
work, we develop a pathfinding methodology for 2.5D interconnect
technologies and use it to study inter-chiplet interconnect perfor-
mance and energy as a function of dimensional and technology
parameters. We demonstrate that a holistic approach considering
features of 2.5D integration technology, chiplet technology and
processing techniques. Our analysis indicates that beyond certain
point, dimensional scaling (wire and bump pitch) provides marginal
benefit in terms of energy-per-bit and bandwidth density; while
other factors such as ESD and chip dicing technologies may provide
additional levers for further interconnect scaling.
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